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Miami-based MixPlaces introduces a

high-quality custom marathon posters

that blend a passion for running with

personal style. 

MIAMI, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES, July

16, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

MixPlaces, a leading innovator in

memory preservation through custom

map art, is excited to announce the

launch of its new marathon posters.

These beautifully crafted posters are

designed to help runners

commemorate their favorite races,

victories, and marathoning experiences with unparalleled detail and artistic flair.

The latest offerings from MixPlaces include several cutting-edge developments appealing to

marathon enthusiasts. Runners can now personalize their marathon posters with new markers

and various line types, including dotted, thin, and thick lines, needless to mention the platform’s

extensive color and layout options. These customizations allow for a unique representation of

each race that blends marathoning with personal style. 

Whether celebrating a single marathon or commemorating multiple routes, MixPlaces now

supports the upload of one or several GPX files. This feature is ideal for triathlons and other

multi-route events, providing a comprehensive overview of participants' achievements.

“We get a lot of runners creating marathon posters with us, and we wanted them to be able to

customize absolutely every aspect of their maps,” says Founder and CEO, Adam Mizrahi. “We

understand that these posters are ways to celebrate achievements, and we want each one to

feel as personal and special as the actual crossing of the finish line.”

MixPlaces' collection also features premade, expertly designed posters for most major

marathons worldwide. Regularly updated to include new races, these posters offer a

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.mixplaces.com/marathon-poster


professional and stylish way to immortalize marathon experiences. 

Customers can choose between street maps, topographic maps, and terrain maps. Street maps

offer a traditional map view showcasing roads and landmarks, topographic maps highlight

contour lines to represent the terrain's shape and elevation changes, and terrain maps display

elevations and shadows for a more three-dimensional perspective.

Essential details such as kilometers, distances, and altitudes can be incorporated using the

premade templates. These posters provide a detailed account of marathon journeys, making

them perfect keepsakes or gifts. With MixPlaces, runners can cherish every type of race in their

own personal style.

About MixPlaces

MixPlaces, headquartered in Miami, Florida, is a pioneering startup dedicated to redefining

memory preservation through a unique fusion of art and technology. Specializing in

transforming cherished memories into lasting artistic mementos, the company leverages

astronomical, weather, and GPS data, combined with a proprietary algorithm and advanced AI.

MixPlaces offers various styles of framed wall prints (custom maps, star maps, coordinates art,

and more) that are meticulously crafted to adorn spaces with sentimental elegance. Additionally,

the revolutionary MixPlaces photo books automatically incorporate hidden aspects of trips,

events, and other memories. MixPlaces is committed to providing customers with timeless

creations that encapsulate the essence of their most precious moments, ready to be displayed,

shared, and treasured for generations. To learn more, visit MixPlaces at

https://www.mixplaces.com/  or contact us at media@mixplaces.com
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